The interests of post-Easter "Christianity" clearly played a role in the transmission of the Jesus tradition from its oral to its written form. Ernst Kiisemann (1960:162-185) took it as point of departure for his article, "Die Anflinge christlicher Theologie". Kiisemann (1960: 180, 182, 184) articulates this point of departure as follows:
''SON OF MAN" -THE INDEFINITE GENERIC FORM AND THE DEFINITE TITULAR FORM
The interests of post-Easter "Christianity" clearly played a role in the transmission of the Jesus tradition from its oral to its written form. Ernst Kiisemann (1960:162-185 ) took it as point of departure for his article, "Die Anflinge christlicher Theologie". Kiisemann (1960: 180, 182, 184) articulates this point of departure as follows: YolandaDn,er with sayings on the Son of Man in the gospel tradition. The concept "Kingdom of God"
and the title Son of Man refer to two entirely different matters.
Bultmann' perspective on Jesus as apocalyptic prophet forms the background of his opinion that Jesus did refer to a "son of man" figure. J D Crossan (1983) in his work on the parables and Leif Vaage (1994) in his work on the Q tradition both concluded, however, that Jesus was not an apocalyptic figure. The Jesus Seminar (see Miller 2000: 1-18; Schmidt 2000:19-38) , building on this work, confirmed their results and demonstrated that Jesus' perspective on the Kingdom of God was that of a present reality and not as a future entity. They illustrated the socio-cultural and socio-political consequences of Jesus' view on the Kingdom of God as a present reality over against a type of kingdom that is represented and embodied by an emperor.
This study follows the work of Adela Collins (1996: 139-158) in her contention that Jesus used the expression "son of man" not in a titular way but generically, meaning "humankind". Collins clearly indicates how this use of "son of man" developed into a titular usage in which Jesus is identified with Son of Man. Collins has not, however, conceded that Jesus conceptualized from an apocalyptic perspective. This study shows that Jesus' use of the expression "son of man" should be understood in the context of the "little tradition" which was reinterpreted in terms of the "great tradition" in a titular way.
The study argues that this transition from "little tradition" to "great tradition" (Fiensy 1991:2; 1999:8 note 16; Redfield 1956:68-84; Scott 1977:16-20) can be seen as false attribution, which can be understood against the background of the dispossession of land and the breaking up of the extendedfamily. The disruption of land and family meant that the lives of peasants were severely affected. The sayings and deeds of Jesus as the "founder" of the "Christian cult" should be understood in the context of peasant culture.
Jesus' sayings and deeds have their oral history within the "little tradition". After Jesus' death when his followers reorganized themselves into a cultic community, they gave
Jesus the position of "founder of the cult". This they did by making use of honorary titles. At this stage the "little tradition" was reconceptualized in terms of the "great tradition".
The Greek idiom used for "son of man" in the gospel tradition is 0 ui6s-TOU cXVepulTTOU. In terms of first century Greek, it could be literally translated as "the son of
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Th. instiIlIIionalization of Jesus' cluuismaJic awhoriJy: "Son of Man" as cas. study the man", meaning nothing more than "the man's son". Although it later became an idiom on account of its usage as a title, the expression would not normally be used in Greek. On account of the fact that the phrase is found in Daniel 7:11-14, it has been thought that the Greek phrase might be an incorrect translation of the Hebrew t:l'~i1 1 ~ (ben hadam) or the Aramaic ~tm~ '~~tv:J ,~ (bar 'noshalbar' nosha) . Because this expression is rarely found in the definite form in Hebrew or Aramaic, the indefinite forms t:l,~ 1~ (ben 'dam) and tm,~ (bar nosh) were also investigated. Vermes (1967:310; 1973:160-191) found that the use of the expression in the literature of normative Judaism (Talmud Jerushalmi, targumim and midrashim) can shed light on the meaning of the expression in formative Judaism and in the New Testament. Researchers such as Veilhauer (1975:124-147) , Perrin (1965:150-155) and Ttkit ([1959] 1965) agree with
Vermes and this is also the chosen approach for this study (Fitzmyer [1968:426-427] however disagrees.)
Vielhauer and Ttkit found 74 Son of Man sayings in the New Testament and one that is relevant in the Gospel of Thomas (cf Schwartz 1986:11-12 (Bultmann 1931:163) . Collins (1996:145) i~ of the opinion that these sayings could contain early traditions, but she finds categories (see Bultmann 1931 :73) such as "legal sayings and church rules", "wisdom sayings" and "prohetic and apocalyptic sayings" more helpful (Collins 1996: 146-148, 148-151, 151-152) . The following discussion of examples from these categories will demonstrate the institutionalization of charismatic authority.
LEGAL SAYINGS OR CHURCH RULES
According to Bultmann (1931:138-161) two of the 74 Son of Man sayings can, in ~ir present form, be categorized as "legal sayings" (Gesetzesworte) or "church rules"
(Gemeinderegeln) (cf Collins 1996:146 In another contribution (Dreyer 2000a:697-722 Geza Vermes (1973:163-168 ) is of the opinion that here "son of man" is an expression of a self-awareness of authority. Jeremias (1967: 165 note 9), Fitzmyer (1968: 426-427), Borsch (1967: 23 note 4), Colpe (1972:403-404) , and Casey (1976:147-154 
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Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services (Collins 1996:147) . According to Casey (1976:46) Sitl. im Leben is no longer similar to that of the historical Jesus. In the aftermath of the destruction of the temple in 70 CE, "Christian scribes" find themselves in controversy with "Judean scribes" in Galilee.
In the context of such scribal activity it can be expected that there would be dispute as to the interpretation of Numbers 15:25: "the priest shall make atonement for all the congregation of the people of Israel, and they shall be forgiven" (RSV). In a postEaster "Christian" cultic setting it can be expected that Jesus would be presented as the "ultimate priest". Examples from Qumran (11 QMelchizedek) indicate that a royal figure who is simultaneously represented as the priest of "God Most High" was known in the 1062
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Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services Q 12: 10 reads as follows: "And everyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, but anyone who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven"
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Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services Casey (1976:147-154; cf 1979:229; Bauckham [1985 Bauckham [ ] 1995 concludes that the "original" form of the logion in Aramaic had "two levels of meaning" (see Collins 1996: 148 note 35 One of the authentic elements in the life of the historical Jesus was his repudiation of regulations regarding the observance of the sabbath (see Bultmann [1960 Bultmann [ ] 1965 . It is possible that Jesus based his point of view on the observance of the sabbath on the Genesis motif (Gen 2:2-3). Another possibility is that the scriptural reference to Genesis first appeared when Jesus' teachings were contextualized by scribes in a post-Easter setting with a controversy dialogue as Sitz im Leben. Be that as it may, the notion that the sabbath originated at a certain stage of human history, is an allusion to Genesis 2:2-3.
When the story of creation (as told in Gen 2) is remembered, the Greek word for the "first human being" (0 civ8pCUTT05) is, at the same time, a generic indication for humanity in general (O'~ 1::1). To be KUPl05 of the sabbath is a reference to God's command in Genesis 1:28 to rule over creation (see Collins 1996:149 Jesus the potestas to be KUPIOS' over the sabbath and to change the regulations according to his wisdom.
Another example of a wisdom saying that underwent a similar process, is Q 9:58:
"Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests, but 0 ui6s TOU cXV8pc.lTTOU has nowhere to lay his head" (translation by Collins 1996:150 ). An aphorism with similar content can also be found in the Gospel of Thomas (log ion 86) where it is introduced with the formula: "Jesus said". In Q3 (also used by Luke and Matthew), this logion concludes a short narrative (confirmed by the similarity between Matthew and Luke).
The biographical framework that can be found in Q should be seen as a post-Easter Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services This wisdom saying subverts the conventional wisdom that human beings were given a higher position in the hierarchy than animals in the order of creation. Another reason for this higher position, according to conventional wisdom, is that human beings find meaningful existence in diadic relationships with other relatives in a household.
"Subversive wisdom" could be expected from the historical Jesus who was a wandering sage without family ties. According to Collins (1996:150) In any case, if the saying goes back to Jesus, it most likely referred to human beings in general, or to Jesus' experience as typical of humanity. At some point, the
The institutiontJ/ivlJion of Jesus' cluuismatic authority: "Son of Man" as case study reference to the generic human being was transformed into a reference to Jesus as a particular individual who is without an abode for a specific reason: his sense of vocation, a lifestyle which was a prophetic symbolic action, or the result of hostility to his person or work. At the latest, this transformation occurred when the saying was placed in a pronouncement story concerning discipleship, such as the one preserved in Q. In this context, the life of the disciple is to be homeless in imitation of Jesus' life (Collins 1996:150-151 ).
PROPHETIC AND APOCALYPTIC SAYINGS
Sixteen of the 74 Son of Man sayings in the gospel tradition belong to the group of "prophetic and apocalyptic sayings" (Collins 1996:151) . "Four of these could well have been formulated by the author of the Gospel in which they appear; three by Matthew Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services Collins (1996:157) asks the question as to the significance of the study for a contemporary understanding of the historical Jesus. Her conclusion is the following:
1072 First of all, such a study gives specific content to the affirmation that Jesus was fully huma~. It demonstrates how Jesus was fully conditioned by the culture and thought-world of his time. It reminds us to let Jesus be a stranger to us and not to cast an image of him in our own cultural likeness and theological preference. But we need not stop there and forget him as utterly foreign to our categories of thought and concerns. We can struggle to appreciate the particularity of his teaching in its circumstances, the options chosen, the options rejected, and attempt to discern the intention, the function, and the effects of his teaching about that Son, of Man. violence. Yet none was content with accommodation to the status quo.
All called for resistance to the current unjust order by creating an
Digitised by the University of Pretoria, Library Services Yolanda Dreyer alternative symbolic universe which sustained an alternative way of life. (Collins 1996:157-158 -my italics) According to Collins there is a notable resemblance between Jesus and his followers on the matter of "resistance to the current unjust order". Both represent "an alternative symbolic universe": they have "other symbols of authority", namely a choice for God's alternate kingdom rather than the emperor's kingdom. Jesus' authority lay not in coercive power, not in potestas, but in auctoritas. "Normative power" (auctoritas) is the power on which religion relies, whereas "political power" (potestas) tends to make use of force. The gospel tradition portrays Jesus as' someone who came into conflict with the power of both the religious and the political systems. However, because of the process of the institutionalization of his charismatic authority, Jesus was venerated as a "priestly king".
According to Anthony Thiselton (1994:463) , there is a definite resemblance between the "state of affairs about the identity, role, and authority of Jesus" and the "illocutionary" statements his followers made about him (see Dreyer 2000a:697-722 ). In the opinion of Thiselton this "resemblance" between Jesus and his followers should not be interpreted as "causal force": "[T]he performing of acts on the basis of causal force constitutes in essence an act of power through self-assertion. On the other hand, illocutionary acts which rest on institutional roles serve the purpose as acts which point by implication away from the self to some source of authority which lies beyond the self alone" (Thiselton 1994:463) . Calling in the support of Immanuel Kant, Thiselton (1994:456) assumes that "some source of authority" refers to God and that Jesus and his followers were in accord on this. However, in Part one of this study I argued (Dreyer 2000a:706) :
When it is forgotten that human beings create their social world, systematize and institutionalize, then institutions are be reified. Then the institutions are seen as a given reality beyond human control. The result is that power interests become camouflaged and ideology "naturalized". A process of HTS 56(4) 2000
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The instiJutiollllliulJion of Jesus' charismatic authority: "Son of Man" as case study demystification, that is a deconstructive reading or "denaturaIisation", can expose these power interests.
All cults, including the "Christian cult", need officials to preside in their cultic activities. Cui tic officials in the h::I<"lloI0 facilitated the people's participation in cultic activities. Similarly, scribes were needed in the "Christian" cult as in other cults. Their task was to interpret the holy writings and to codify the cultic activity. The cultic hero was given the position of ultimate "law-giver" and "priest" and the position of the officials was that of representatives of the cultic hero, law-givers and priests. Names were given both to the cultic hero and to the representatives in order to express these functions. Positions, names and functions were based on the sayings and deeds of the "founder" of the cult. In historical Jesus research this has been called "false attribution".
In my discussion on false attribution the following elements were identified:
The process of false attribution occurred against the background of the dispossession of land and the distortion of families.
• The sayings and deeds of the Jesus as the "founder" of the "Christian cult" were originally transmitted in a peasant culture that conceptualized the world in terms of the "little tradition" (using concepts from agrarian society and not concepts of the ruling classes -see Fiensy 1991:2; 1999:8 note 16; Redfield 1956:68-84; Scott 1977:16-20 ).
• The "little tradition" was domesticated by scribes who conceptualized their world in terms of the "great tradition" (using terminology of schools, temples and empires - Fiensy 1991:2; 1999:8 note 16; Redfield 1956:68-84; Scott 1977:16-20 ).
• This "domestication" of the Jesus tradition relates to the crossing of the boundaries J>etween in-group and out-group (horizontal boundaries -see Theissen
[1999] -j999:81) and those between higher status positions and lower ones (vertical boundaries -Theissen 1999:81).
• Wiirdepriidikationen used for Jesus, are terms that originated in the "great tradition" and were used to express the "little tradition".
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The potential conflict inherent in early Christian scribal activity can be illustrated by means of a study of the Christological honorary titles (Wurdepriidikation). The use of titles for Jesus ("great tradition") is grounded in the words and deeds of Jesus that were original1y spoken, performed and transmitted in terms of the peasant culture ("little tradition"). The difference between the interests of the "great tradition" and "little tradition" can also become clear when the titles of Jesus are studied. Focusing on the title
Son of Man, this study argues that:
• seen from a diachronic perspective, the use of the title Son orMan indicates an ideological conflict between the "great tradition" and the "little tradition";
• both the conflict between the "great tradition" and the "little tradition" and that between Jesus and the Jesus followers can be explained sociologically by interpreting this conflict in terms of conflict theory and the social theory of the institutionalization of charismatic authority.
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